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Abstract—Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) is a widely
used machine learning algorithm, whose training involves both
irregular computation and random memory access and is chal-
lenging for system optimization. In this paper, we conduct a com-
prehensive performance analysis of two state-of-the-art systems,
XGBoost and LightGBM. They represent two typical parallel
implementations for GBDT; one is data parallel and the other
one is parallel over features. Substantial thread synchronization
overhead, as well as inefficiency of random memory access, is
identified. Accordingly, we propose HarpGBDT, a new GBDT
system designed from the perspective of parallel efficiency by a
co-design of the algorithm and system. First, we adopt a new
tree growth method that selects the top K candidates of tree
nodes to enable the use of more levels of parallelism without
sacrificing the algorithm’s accuracy. Secondly, we organize both
the training data and model data in blocks and propose a mixed
mode of parallelism. By changing the configuration of the block
size and parallel mode, HarpGBDT is able to attain better
parallel efficiency. By extensive experiments on four datasets
with different statistical characteristics on the Intel(R) Xeon(R)
E5-2699 server, HarpGBDT on average performs 8x faster than
XGBoost and 2.6x faster than LightGBM.

Index Terms—Machine learning algorithms, Parallel algo-
rithms, Performance evaluation, Multithreading

I. INTRODUCTION

Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) [16] is a widely
applied machine learning algorithm. It is not only one of the
most popular algorithms in Kaggle data analytics competitions
[5] but also an important method to solve industry production
level problems such as click-through rate(CTR) prediction that
deals with the impression of billions of advertisements [18].
In recent years, it has been successfully applied to many
different domains, such as: Higgs boson classification [12],
credit scoring [32], computer aided diagnosis [24], insurance
loss cost modeling [17], and freeway travel time prediction
[35].

GBDT is a boosting method that builds consecutive decision
trees in a strict sequential fashion. Since the decision tree pro-
vides the capability of modeling nonlinear functions, it is used
as a building block to create complex models, for example, in
Random Forest [9] and GBDT itself. Decision tree based deep
models also demonstrate a comparable performance over deep
learning models in [36]. Parallel decision tree construction is

the key for a high-performance GBDT implementation and
has been extensively studied in the data mining community
[20], [25], [27], [29]. Recent work on GBDT [11], [21], [30]
shows a trend for the convergence of HPC and big data
communities, and state-of-the-art GBDT systems typically
adopt HPC techniques to achieve good performance. However,
most of the work lack parallel performance studies and are not
tailored for emerging many-core architectures. Our analysis
of the existing state-of-the-art systems shows they are not
efficiently parallelized, with a low utilization rate for the CPU
cores.

In this paper, we investigate a parallel GBDT system that
is efficient when increasing the number of processors, the
problem size, and the model size. Based on our experiences
of parallelizing machine learning algorithms in the Harp
framework [3], [10], [26], [33], we build it on co-design of
algorithm and system optimization. In the rest of the paper, we
use HarpGBDT to refer to our system. Our main contributions
are summarized as follows:
• Review state-of-the-art GBDT training systems and sum-

marize their design features for parallelism.
• Analyze the hotspot of popular data parallelism and

feature parallelism implementations.
• Propose a new tree growth method selecting top K tree

nodes to split, which enables more concurrency at no cost
in model accuracy.

• Propose a new block-wise parallelism method, which
can reproduce existing approaches as special cases with
particular configuration choices.

• Implement HarpGBDT based on topK growth method
and block-wise parallelism and achieve 2.6x to 8.5x
speedup on the Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-2699 server.

The source code of HarpGBDT is available at
https://github.com/DSC-SPIDAL/harpgbdt.

II. PRELIMINARIES

A. Gradient Boosting Decision Tree Algorithm

Given a set of feature vectors xi of dimension M labeled as
yi, i = 1, ..., N , our problem is to find function approximation
ŷi = φ(xi) that minimizes regularized objective function



L(φ) =
∑N

i=1 `(ŷi, yi) + Ω(φ). GBDT adopts a boosting
approach using tree learner, ŷi = φ(xi) =

∑
ft(xi), where

ft(x) is weight w of the leaf node to which x belongs in the
tth decision tree.
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Fig. 1: An example of a tree ensemble of two trees

Second order approximation [15] is applied to a general
regularized objective function [11],

L(t) ≈
n∑

i=1
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t (xi)] + Ω(ft)
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where gi, hi are the first and second order gradients on the
loss function `, Ω(f) = γT + 1

2λ‖w‖
2. T is the number of

leaves, γ and λ are regularization hyper-parameters.
Optimal weight w∗j and objective value for leaf j can be

obtained as

w∗j = −
∑

i∈Ij gi∑
i∈Ij hi + λ

, L̃(t) = −1
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(2)
where Ij is defined as the instance set of leaf j. Then

a score function can be derived from L̃(t) to guide node
splitting into two subset 〈L,R〉.
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where Gj =
∑

i∈Ij gi, Hj =
∑

i∈Ij hi
Starting from a single root node, a decision tree is built by

recursively splitting the leaf nodes of the tree. Algorithm 1
shows a general tree building pseudo code, composing with
three core functions, FindSplit, BuildHist, and ApplySplit. As
in Figure 2, each input data instance is assigned to a leaf
node, denoted by different colors. Taking the blue leaf node
as an example, BuildHist first collects statistical summary
of the gradients for this node according to its feature value
distribution, as shown in Algorithm 2. A technique named
histogram is generally utilized to reduce the number of split
point candidates, in which feature values are grouped into
bins. Then FindSplit enumerates all possible split points, as
pairs of (feature, value), in GHSum by calculating the split

Algorithm 1: BuildDecisionTree()

input : dataset D = (xi, yi)
N
i=1, gradients GH = (gi, hi)

N
i=1

output: tree f(x)
1 begin
2 q: priority queue
3 root: root node of tree

// collect statistical summary GHSum for
a node

4 BuildHist(root)
// find the best split point for a node

based on GHSum
5 FindSplit(root)
6 q.push(root)
7 while q is not empty do

// pop nodes according to the tree
growth policy

8 nodes = q.pop()
// update the tree by splitting each

node to the left and right children
according to the split point found
by FindSplit

9 children = ApplySplit(nodes)
10 for node in children do
11 BuildHist(node)
12 FindSplit(node)
13 q.push(node)

Algorithm 2: BuildHist()

input : dataset D = (xi, yi)
N
i=1, gradients GH = (gi, hi)

N
i=1,

M:# features, B:# bins, node
output: histogram of gradients GHSum ∈ RB×M

1 begin
2 for xi ∈ node do
3 for m =1 to M do
4 GHSum[m, k].g+ = gi, where xim ∈ kth bin
5 GHSum[m, k].h+ = hi, where xim ∈ kth bin

loss change according to Eq.3, and picks up the one with
the maximum score. Finally, ApplySplit expands the tree by
adding two children leaves and updates the membership for
all input instances in this node correspondingly.

There are two popular tree growth methods: a depthwise
method splits leaves level by level, and a leafwise method
selects the leaf node with the largest value of loss change to
split. In Algorithm 1, these two growth methods are unified
by a priority queue via dedicated comparison functions. The
number of nodes to pop out is the maximum number of leaves
in depthwise and is 1 in leafwise.
D is used to represent the size of a tree, which contains

2D − 1 nodes. In depthwise, D equals to the tree depth. In
leafwise the tree is usually unbalanced, and the tree depth is
much larger than D. Given a dataset D ∈ RN×M , the time
complexity of BuildHist is O(NMD) in depthwise, in which
it goes through all data instances once at each level of the tree.
FindSplit is O(MB) for each node, therefore is exponential
to the tree size D, as O(MB2D). ApplySplit contains simple
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Fig. 2: Illustration of Building a Decision Tree. Input is the input
feature vectors with feature values mapped to ”bin” id. Gradient
contains the first order and second order gradients. GHSum maintains
the statistical summary of gradients.

operations and is relatively trivial, as O(2D). BuildHist in
leafwise is irregular because the number of instances in each
node cannot be analytically predicted, while FindSplit and
ApplySplit keep the same complexity as in the depthwise
method.

B. Parallel GBDT Training
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Fig. 3: Parallelism Patterns to Parallelize BuildHist.

Data Parallelism and Model Parallelism are two typical
patterns to parallelize a serial machine learning algorithm.
They describe how data are partitioned among parallel workers
and how these workers are synchronized along with the
proceeding of the algorithm. In GBDT, ’Data’ refers to input,
and ’Model’ refers to the intermediate data created within the
algorithm to learn the decision tree. Figure 3(a) illustrates
the data parallelism approach in parallelizing BuildHist. It
partitions input by row and replicates model to all spawned
threads. Each thread works on one row partition and its local
model. In the end, thread local model replicas are reduced
to a global one. Feature Parallelism in Figure 3(b) is a type
of model parallelism, in which both input and model are
partitioned by columns. Each thread works on one partition
of feature columns and updates the global model without
conflicts.

XGBoost [11] and LightGBM [21] are two state-of-the-art
GBDT systems. In its original paper, XGBoost proposes a
feature parallelism approach, in which the histogram statistics
are collected for each feature column in parallel. With the
success of the XGBoost open source project, its code evolves
fast, adding new tree-building modules along the time. One
latest module, tree method=hist, changes to data parallelism,

and achieves better performance. We refer XGBoost to this
specific data parallelism version. LightGBM adopts a feature-
wise model parallelism approach.

III. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING GBDT SYSTEMS

In this section, we do hotspot analysis of the two rep-
resentative systems, XGBoost and LightGBM, to investigate
the efficiency of the parallel design of state-of-the-art GBDT
trainers. They are implemented in C++ and support multi-
threading by OpenMP. We run this experiment on a machine
with 36 physical cores and fix the thread number to 32.
Detailed experimental settings, such as hardware and software
configurations and datasets, are described in Section V-A.

A. Hotspot Analysis
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Fig. 4: Trend of Training Time Breakdown Over Tree Size on HIGGS
dataset. Execution time per tree for the three core functions are
normalized over the time of tree size 8.

We evaluate the two systems with the execution time
breakdown on HIGGS dataset. BuildHist is identified as the
hotspot, which occupies 90% time for LightGBM, 60% time
for XGBoost at tree size 8. In Figure 4, suffixes of ”-Depth”
and ”-Leaf” refers to depthwise and leafwise tree growth
method used in the trainer. As LightGBM only supports leaf-
wise method, no suffix is used. Figure 4 observes exponential
growth O(2D) for BuildHist in both XGBoost and LightGBM.
However, according to the time complexity analysis in Section
II, it should be O(D) in depthwise method. A large portion
of parallel overhead has been introduced in parallelization.

TABLE I: Profiling of XGBoost and LightGBM

Trainer XGB-Depth XGB-Leaf LightGBM
Average CPU Utilization 13.9% 13.9% 19.2%
OpenMP Barrier Overhead 42% 42% 23%
Average Latency(cycles) 35 37 25
Memory Bound 51.0% 52.9% 54%

Table I summarizes the profiling results of hardware event
counters via Intel(R) VTune(TM) Amplifier. Low CPU Uti-
lization indicates poor parallel efficiency. VTune reports high
OpenMP Barrier Overhead on both trainers. LightGBM spends
23% of the effective CPU time in spinning. XGBoost spends
even up to 42%. Both of them also show a high Memory
Bound above 50%, which means over 50% of CPU cycles are
waiting due to load or store instructions.

B. Low Parallel Efficiency Problem



1) Thread Synchronization Overhead: OpenMP provides
an easy to use programming model by adding #pragma before
the for-loops to parallelize the code. However, this introduces
a barrier wait at the end of the loop, which might not be
necessary from the original algorithm’s perspective of view.
For leafwise algorithms, XGB-Leaf and LightGBM have to
select the top one leaf with the largest loss change score to
split. Therefore, they are constrained to parallelize leaf by leaf.
For depthwise method, the leaves at the same level of the tree
are independent and can be constructed in parallel. However,
as a data parallelism approach, XGB-Depth maintains a model
replica for each thread. To avoid uncontrolled memory foot-
print of the model replicas, it also parallelizes tree building leaf
by leaf. Therefore, the number of threads synchronization are
proportional to the numbers of leavesO(2D) in both of the two
systems. Thread synchronization could introduce significant
overhead, especially when load imbalance is common for
datasets with sparse features and missing values. It explains
the observed high OpenMP barrier overhead and exponential
growth of execution time of BuildHist in Figure 4.

GHSum[nodeid, featureid, binid] + = Gradient[rowid]

Feature

Bin

Node
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2 1
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Fig. 5: Computation and Memory Operations in BuildHist

2) Memory Bound: The hotspot function BuildHist in-
volves four major data structures, including Input, Gradient,
NodeMap, and GHSum, see Figure 5. NodeMap maintains
the membership of the data instances to the tree node, and it
dynamically changes when the tree splits and grows.

First, the computation versus memory access ratio in GBDT
is low. Excluding the accesses to Input and Gradient which can
be amortized in best cases, one read operation and one write
operation to GHSum, 16 Bytes in Double, involves only one
floating-point computation. The computation versus memory
access ratio here is 1

16 = 0.0625.
Secondly, random memory access is inevitable in BuildHist.

Because of the dynamic nature of the tree splitting, NodeMap
keeps changing along with the tree growth. At least one of the
three indexes of request to GHSum would change dynamically,
leading to random memory access. No a static memory layout
for GHSum exists that can support sequential accesses all the
time.

IV. HARPGBDT: DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In order to improve the efficiency of parallelization, we
design HarpGBDT with optimizations to reduce synchroniza-

tion overhead, increase concurrency, reduce random memory
access, and improve cache efficiency.

A. Block-wise Parallelism

We begin with investigating the concurrency in the parallel
tree construction. In data parallelism, set of rows, or row
blocks are the basic unit that can be scheduled as a task in
BuildHist. In model parallelism, each cell in the 3-D matrix
GHSum, as in Figure5, can be the basic unit. No conflict of
model updates will exist among threads in this way. A more
general parallel solution can be a mixture of data parallelism
and model parallelism.

We propose to use Block as the basic unit for data orga-
nization and parallelism. By viewing both GHSum and Input
as three dimensional data, 〈node, bin, feature〉 for GHSum
and 〈row, bin, feature〉 for Input, a Block is defined as a
cube in GHSum and associated cube in Input. Each cube
is implemented as a 3-dimensional array in a row-major
layout. By configuring the Block parameter 〈row blk size ,
node blk size, bin blk size, feature blk size〉, we set the
size of each dimension of the cubes. In this way, we can have
many different designs to build a decision tree in parallel.

First, traditional feature-wise parallelism equals to
〈X,X, 0, 1〉 in block-wise parallelism, where size 0 refers
to all. In the original version of XGBoost [11], denoted
as XGB-Approx, row blocks were proposed to mitigate
the long-distance random memory access to Gradient in a
feature-wise method, which equals to set row blk size to ”X”
here. Node blk size equals to 0 in XGB-Approx. It scans
each column of Input sequentially at the cost of writing to a
relatively large region of model memory, which is a vertical
plain crossing all tree nodes in GHSum. LightGBM adopts
standard feature parallelism with row blk size equals to 0
and node blk size equals to 1.

Secondly, standard data parallelism equals to 〈X,X, 0, 0〉.
In XGB-Hist, the latest data parallelism version of XGBoost,
row block size is not a fixed parameter. The row set for each
tree node is dynamically partitioned. Node blk size is set to
1 in order to constrain the memory footprint of the model
replicas.

Beyond these two widely used parallel designs, many other
options are not fully explored.

1) Feature level parallelism Set feature blk size enables
a trade-off of preferences between read operations and
write operations. Small value, as in traditional feature-
wise parallelism, is good for write operations but brings
redundant reads to Gradient. Large value, as in data
parallelism, is good for read operations but may incur
large cache miss when writing to the large size of
memory region randomly.

2) Bin level parallelism ”bin” level parallelism has not
been discussed in related work. It enables model par-
allelism in case the number of features is small. When
organizing Input with ”bin” dimension partitions, each
data cube of input becomes sparse because each feature
column contains only one bin value in each row of



the input. An additional cost of memory access to the
sparse data will be introduced if ”bin” level parallelism
is applied.

3) Node level parallelism ”node” level parallelism is also
not fully explored in related work. Node-level paral-
lelism cannot be utilized in the beginning phase of tree
building, where the number of leaf nodes is smaller
than available CPU cores. Further, the leafwise growth
method adds a dependency between tree nodes, strictly
processes one node after another; in this case, node-
level parallelism is also not available. On the other hand,
node level parallelism has some unique advantages. Set
node blk size enables a trade-off between less number
of thread synchronization and larger size of the mem-
ory region of write operations. Furthermore, from the
algorithm’s perspective of view, many of those thread
synchronizations are not required at all in depthwise
method. The candidates selected for splitting can do
their work independently, and synchronization is only
necessary when updating the tree structure and the
priority queue.

B. TopK Tree Growth Method

(a) depthwise (b) TopK depthwise

(c) leafwise (d) TopK leafwise

Fig. 6: Illustration of Tree Growth Method. (a)(c) are examples
of standard depthwise and leafwise. (b)(d) are examples of TopK
methods(K=2). Blue nodes refer the candidates selected to split.

In order to utilize node-level parallelism in leafwise growth
method, we propose a new tree growth method which ex-
tends the existing one by selecting top K, rather than top
1, candidates with the largest loss change values from the
priority queue. In this way, a ’K’ fold node-level parallelism
is enabled, as in Figure 6(b). TopK is a mixture of depthwise
and leafwise growth methods such that enables the trade-off
between robust and effectiveness. On the one hand, top K
candidates splitting at the same time will build a different tree
that achieves less accuracy on the training data when compared
with the top 1 approach. On the other hand, it may build a
more robust decision tree because it mitigates the tendency of
continuously splitting inside one node to form a very deep tree
in some particular cases. By intuition, the new algorithm can
achieve a similar performance of accuracy when K is not too
large. Top K method also supports the depthwise mode. As in
Figure 6(a), only a subset of K leaves are selected each time,
rather than all leaves selected at the same time in depthwise.
The same tree would be built.

C. Mixed Mode of Parallelism

Data parallelism and model parallelism have their advan-
tages and disadvantages and fit best to the different problem
settings. We propose mixed modes of parallelism by applying
different approaches in different phases of the tree building
process. In this way, we combine the advantages of them.
One scenario to apply a mixed mode is node-level parallelism,
which is not efficient when the number of leaves to split is
less than the number of threads. Another scenario is data
parallelism. In case of a dataset with a small number of
features, data parallelism is a right choice, in the beginning,
to fully utilize the available CPU cores. When the tree grows,
an increasing number of leaves makes it an option to switch
to model parallelism. At the end phase, data parallelism can
switch back. As we discussed in Section IV-A, synchronization

TABLE II: Four modes of parallel designs for GBDT.

Mode Description
DP data parallelism
MP model parallelism
SYNC mix mode (DP, MP, DP)
ASYNC mix mode (X, node parallelism, X)

between threads working on different nodes is not necessary
for depthwise growth method, and it is also not mandatory
in leafwise method if not confined by a strict top K. With
TopK growth method, one synchronization of the working
threads is needed after processing K leaves to select the next
global top K candidates. We refer this strict topK method as
”SYNC”. If we further lose the constraint of top K and let
K threads to select the top candidate as best as they can, no
such synchronization is needed anymore. We refer this loosely
coupled TopK method as ”ASYNC”.

In summary, as in Table. II, based on block-wise parallelism
and TopK growth method, four modes can be configured with
a specific block size to fit the scenarios with different input
shape and size to achieve optimal performance.

D. Reducing Thread Synchronization Overhead

Reducing the number of for-loops is one straight-forward
solution to reduce thread synchronization overhead. By set-
ting the node blk size to H , H selected candidates will be
scheduled as a single task. In this way, the number of for-
loops drops from L to L

H .
A more aggressive solution is applying ASYNC mode.

ASYNC schedules all the computation involved within one
tree node as a single task in the intermediate phase by applying
node parallelism; in this way, it avoids all the for-loops barrier
wait overhead. Of course, splitting nodes in tree building is not
a pleasingly parallel process, different threads have to synchro-
nize when they access the shared data structures, including the
priority queue and the tree. A lightweight spin mutex works
well in this scenario and gives much less overhead comparing
to for-loops barrier wait.



E. Optimization for Memory Access

Input In Input, the original feature values are replaced by
its bin id counterpart in a prepossessing step. This will reduce
the memory footprint to 1

4 as bin id need only 1 Byte when
max bin size is 256, which is sufficient in general.

Gradient Tree building will scan the row id set for each
candidate leaf node, fetching input data from Input and Gra-
dient by the row id. Non-contiguous row ids lead to random
memory access. Moreover, Gradient may need to read for
multiple times. E.g., in feature parallelism, threads working
on different feature columns all need to read the same row of
Gradient when they access the same row of Input. To reduce
the influences of this multiple random access, we extend
row id in NodeMap with corresponding gradients, denoted
as MemBuf, as in Fig 7. Because the gradients are always
accessed along with the corresponding row ids for a node,
MemBuf can increase the cache efficiency.

Input GradientNodeMap
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Fig. 7: MemBuf: Extending NodeMap with a replica of Gradient by
keeping (rowid, gradients) pairs.

GHSum Each element of Input incurs one read and one
write operation on GHSum, as in Fig 5. Consecutive access
on GHSum should be confined to a region of small size to
avoid frequent cache miss. For simplicity, assume a dataset
with M features and all features have the same number of
bins, 256 by default. Each element in GHSum is two doubles
for summations of gradients. One feature occupies the memory
of size 256× 16 = 4K Bytes.

Data parallelism processes the whole row of input, in which
a region of 4K ×M is involved. It will incur a large number
of cache miss when M goes large. Feature parallelism has
advantages in accessing GHSum. In depthwise method, the
bin ids can be resorted in order by prepossessing, then the
region of consecutive access can be confined to size L, where
L is the number of leaf nodes. In leafwise method, consecutive
accesses happen on the same node and the same feature in
GHSum, and the region size becomes 4K. In our block-
wise method, this region size can be configured, which is
16 × bin blk size × feature blk size × node blk size. It
enables us to keep the balance between read and write oper-
ation efficiency by setting the size parameters corresponding
to the shape of the input dataset.

V. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Setup

1) Hardware and Software Configure: All experiments are
conducted on the server with 2x18-core Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-
2699 v3 processors and 128 GB memory. On this machine
with 36 physical cores, we fixed the thread number to 32.
As for the software configuration, OS is Red Hat Enterprise
Linux 7. All GBDT trainers are compiled with gcc 4.9.2 and
-O3 compilation optimization. Intel(R) VTune(TM) Amplifier
2018 is used as the performance profiling tool.

2) GBDT Implementations: XGBoost [7], LightGBM [6]
are two systems for comparison. HarpGBDT is based on the
XGBoost code base, reusing the code of histogram initializa-
tion algorithm and focusing on the optimizations to improve
efficiency. Rather than write from scratch, this strategy enables
quick prototype and to do a precise performance evaluation on
the extended features by controlled experiments.

TABLE III: Dataset. N is #instances. M is #features. S refers to
sparseness and CV is dispersion of # bins distribution.

Dataset N M S CV Size TestN
HIGGS [4] 10M 28 0.92 0.40 5.3G 100K
AIRLINE [1] 100M 8 1 0.89 5.4G 1M
CRITEO [2] 50M 65 0.96 0.58 45G 1M
YFCC [8] 1M 4096 0.31 0.06 19G 100K
SYNSET 10M 128 1 0 18G N/A

3) Datasets: . Four open datasets are used in the exper-
iments, see Table. III, where S = #element

N×M represents the
sparseness, CV = stdev

mean . CV measures the dispersion on the
distribution of the number of bins of all the features. The
larger this number, the more uneven of the distribution is,
which leads to workload imbalance. SYNSET is a synthetic
dataset with randomly generated feature values following a
normal distribution. It has an even feature value distribution
and always builds a balanced tree by GBDT, which represents
an ideal even workload scenario. Detailed descriptions to the
datasets are online at code repository of HarpGBDT.

4) Algorithm and Evaluation Parameters: We fix the train-
ing related parameters as: learning rate = 0.1, γ = 1.0,
λ = 1.0, min child weight = 1 (minimum sum of in-
stance weight needed in a child), and use logistic regression
loss for all the binary classification tasks. As we focus on
efficiency evaluation in order to find out the pros and cons
of different parallel designs and optimizations, keeping the
same workload of computation in comparison is essential.
Therefore, algorithm optimizations, such as feature bundling,
category feature encoding, and sampling, can potentially lead
to large performance difference but are not considered in the
experiments.

Performance evaluation focus on training time, the wall
clock elapse execution time that excludes the time spent on
data loading and one-time initialization. As GBDT training is
irregular, the workload of computation on consecutive trees
gradually shrinks due to the decreasing of the gain to split the
fine-tuned trees later on. Different pruning algorithms adopted
in the trainers can affect the execution time of tree building



in the later phase. Therefore, we use the average training time
per tree for the first 100 trees as the efficiency metric in order
to reduce the influences of this factor.

Area Under The Curve (AUC) is used to evaluate accuracy.
When considering the accuracy, training time to achieve the
same highest accuracy when training with 1000 trees is used as
the performance metric and Convergence Speedup is defined
as the ratio of this metric on two systems.

B. Convergence of TopK Tree Growth Method

Figure 8 shows the convergence rate of the three trainers in
leafwise mode. TopK method starts from a lower accuracy but
soon catches up and even gets better accuracy on both HIGGS
and AIRLINE.
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Fig. 9: Influences of K on Convergence Rate. (D = 8,ASYNC mode)

Fig 9 demonstrates that accuracy is robust for a large range
of K. Accuracy under K = 16 can catch up very fast and
exceed the standard method (K = 1). K = 32 shows a
larger gap in the beginning and catches up slowly. We run
this experiment under a worst-case condition for large K by
setting the parameters with small tree size and ASYNC mode.
Other results, omitted here due to page limitation, show that
K = 32 works well in other modes or on larger trees.

C. Block Configurations and Parameter Tuning

HarpGBDT provides a group of system parameters, as
in Table IV. Proper settings of these parameters enable the
system to deliver optimal performance and keep efficient with
different inputs. We start parameter tuning experiments on
SYNSET in order to learn the influences of configurations
on the performance. We set the thread number T = 32 and
bin blk size = 256 to disable blocks along the bin dimension
in the following experiments.

TABLE IV: System Parameters of HarpGBDT

Parameter Description
K number of candidates selected each time
mode mode of parallelism(DP,MP,SYNC,ASYNC)
row blk size row block size(N

T
, 2N
T

...1)
node blk size node block size(1...K)
bin blk size bin block size(1...256)
feature blk size feature block size(1...M)
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Fig. 10: Training Time Speedup over Standard Model Parallelism.
Leafwise Growth. MP refers to model parallelism, DP refers to data
parallelism. Tree size denoted as D#.

Figure 10 shows the influences of feature and node
block size on performance. In this experiment, we set
row blk size = N

T to enable data parallelism to fully utilize
the CPU cores; K = 32. Training time is normalized over
the result of standard model parallelism, which equals to
feature blk size = 1,K = 1. We have the following
observations:

• A maximum of 2.94× to 2.96× speedup is observed
for Data Parallelism and Model Parallelism. A significant
performance gain can be achieved by adjusting the block
size parameters only. Data Parallelism is more robust
corresponding to the block size parameters that it gives
better performance than standard baseline in most cases,
while MP cannot fully utilize CPU cores when the block
number is less than the number of cores.

• Both Data Parallelism and Model Parallelism prefer a



medium size of feature block when node blk size is 1, as
in the first columns of Figure 10 where the medium size
of the feature block gets the best performance. It justifies
the presumption that there should be a trade-off between
read and write operations in GBDT, as read operation
prefers large feature blocks while write operation prefers
small ones.

• Mutual restriction exists between these two parameters.
In Model Parallelism, when the feature block size is small
enough to provide enough blocks to the scheduler, larger
node blk size boosts the performance, such as the cases
of feature blk size smaller than 4. When feature block
size is big, increasing the size of the node block degrades
the performance. The best configurations for Model
Parallelism are along the secondary diagonal. In Data
Parallelism, when the feature block size is small enough
that write operations still have low cache miss rate, larger
node blk size boosts the performance, such as the cases
of feature blk size smaller than 16. When feature block
size is big, the advantages of large node blk size are soon
offset by the degradation of cache efficiency.
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Fig. 11: Performance of Parallelism Modes over Tree Size.

Figure 11 shows the performance trend of the four par-
allelism modes over tree size. In this experiment, we set
〈feature blk size, node blk size〉 to 〈32, 4〉 at D12 for DP,
and 〈4, 32〉 for the other modes. We have the following
observations:

• Data Parallelism works the best at D8, and its per-
formance degrades when the tree goes larger. This is
because the reduce operation for the model replicas grows
proportional to the number of tree nodes.

• Model Parallelism scales better than Data Parallelism.
Supporting model updates without conflicts not only leads
to a smaller memory footprint but also enables Model
Parallelism to scale.

• SYNC mode is effective that it achieves better perfor-
mance than Data Parallelism and Model Parallelism.

• ASYNC shows the best capability of scaling over the tree
size. It not only reduces thread synchronization overhead
but also enables the use of larger feature block size.

• D16 is an extreme case as a stress testing that each tree
splits to 65536 leaves, i.e., each node contains about
N
216 = 152 data instances at the end. Figure 11(a) shows
the performance of all modes except Model Parallelism
degrade in D16. For Data Parallelism related modes,

setting row blk size = N
T makes a large number of

small row set and thus too many small tasks. For ASYNC,
the synchronization overhead of updating shared data
structure goes up when it updates at a high frequency.
By adjusting row blk size to a larger value, as in Figure
11(b), Data Parallelism and ASYNC boost up about 50%.
Model Parallelism and SYNC do not gain much because
they adopt big node blk size and are less impacted by
this synchronization problem caused by small tasks.

D. Optimization Effectiveness

We evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed optimiza-
tions on SYNSET. We start from the baseline of standard
Model Parallelism(feature blk size = 1,K = 1) and
Data Parallelism (feature blk size = 128,K = 1), add
four types of optimizations incrementally. First, adjusting
feature blk size, denoted as ”+Block”. We set it to 4
in Model Parallelism and 32 in Data Parallelism. Adding
MemBuf is the second step. Then, we increase K to 32 and
adjust node blk size accordingly. Finally, we change to mix
mode, SYNC in D8 and ASYNC in D12. Table. V shows
the training time speed up in each step. ”+Block” for Data
Parallelism incurs performance loss 13% in D8, and recovers
by ”+MemBuf”. This demonstrates that a single optimization
does not guarantee performance gain under every scenario and
multiple optimizations work better together.

TABLE V: Performance Gain with Itemized Optimizations.

Mode Size +Block +MemBuf +K32 +MixMode
MP D8 104% 14% 60% 8%
MP D12 146% 22% 51% 48%
DP D8 -13% 16% 77% 4%
DP D12 170% 2% 28% 96%

TABLE VI: Profiling of HarpGBDT

Trainer Depth-DP Leaf-DP Leaf-ASYNC
Average CPU Utilization 27.5% 28.5% 28%
OpenMP Barrier Overhead 9% 8% 8%
Average Latency(cycles) 15 16 15
Memory Bound 38% 41% 40%

E. Parallel Efficiency

We run experiments on HIGGS to evaluate the parallel
efficiency for the three systems. For HarpGBDT, we adopt
Data Parallelism mode for D8 and ASYNC mode for larger
trees, set the parameters K = 32, feature blk size =
4, node blk size = 32.

Compared with Table I, the OpenMP barrier overhead is
significantly reduced in HarpGBT as shown in Table VI. Data
Parallelism with large K and node blk size efficiently reduce
the number of for-loops. ASYNC does not show advantages on
reducing barrier overhead in D8, but it works well when tree
size goes larger with the ratio drops to 0.02 at D12. Memory-
related metrics also improve due to the better block size
configurations. Accordingly, Figure 12 shows that HarpGBT
scales better over the tree size.
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Fig. 12: Trend of Training Time over the tree size.

Given execution time Tn on n parallel workers, the parallel
efficiency for strong scaling is T1

n×Tn
×100%, and is T1

Tn
×100%

for weak scaling. In Figure 13(a), all the implementations do
not achieve a good strong scaling performance on HIGGS
which is a relatively small dataset. HarpGBDT relatively scales
better, shows that the optimizations enable it to utilize more
computation resources efficiently. As GBDT is a memory-
bound application, weak scaling is more suitable for evaluating
the parallel efficiency. By keeping the workload for each thread
the same, we increase the dataset size proportional to the
number of threads by duplicating the HIGGS dataset. As in
Fig 13(b), HarpGBDT shows significant better weak scaling
efficiency.
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Finally, we evaluate the influences of parallel efficiency on
the convergence speed of the three systems. In Figure 14(a),
although LightGBM is about 2x slower than HarpGBT in the
beginning, it finishes the 1000 trees at nearly the same time
with lower accuracy. In Figure 14(b), when increasing tree
size to D12, HarpGBT shows a strong advantage owing to the
performance optimizations. It converges and finishes the job
much faster.

F. Overall Performance

Four datasets are used for the overall performance mea-
surement. We separately compare training time speedup and
convergence speedup.
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Fig. 15: Training Time Speedup on four datasets.
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Fig. 16: Convergence Speedup on four datasets.

YFCC and AIRLINE are two types of input with a very
different shape. For fat matrix input YFCC, as we have
discussed in section V-C, standard DP does not work well due
to inefficient write operations, standard feature-wise Model
Parallelism is also inefficient due to the overhead of redundant
read operations. HarpGBDT shows more than 10x speedup
over XGBoost in this scenario, and more than 1.7x training
time speedup and 1.9x convergence speedup over LightGBM.
For thin matrix input AIRLINE, Data Parallelism is a better
choice than standard feature-wise Model Parallelism in small
tree D8. When changing to ASYNC on D12 and D16, it



achieves more than 4x training time speedup and 3x con-
vergence speedup over XGBoost. HarpGBT keeps around 2x
faster than LightGBM, but the convergence speedup is less
than 2x. It is hard to learn a robust model by leafwise method
on CRITEO, even after we set min child weight = 100 to
control over-fitting. The leafwise method builds a deep tree
with depth more than 150 in case of large tree size. One
possible reason is the response variable replacement encoding
which generates features highly correlated with the response
variable and make it prone to keep splitting within one branch
of the tree. In this case, HarpGBT achieves an average more
than 3x speedup over XGBoost and LightGBM.

On average across the four datasets, HarpGBT is 8.7x faster
in training time and 8.5x faster in convergence speed than
XGBoost, and 3x faster in training time and 2.6x faster in
convergence speed than LightGBM.

VI. RELATED WORK

In addition to CPU architectures, using GPU to accelerate
GBDT algorithm is also an important topic. XGBoost and
LightGBM are generally used as the baselines. ThuderGBM
[31] reports 1.5-2x speedup with Titan X vesus 2x10-core
Xeon E5-2640. CatBoost [14] claims 2.3x speedup with
NVIDIA P100 versus Xeon E5-2660, and [34] shows 7-8x
speedup with GTX 1080 versus 2x14-core Xeon E5-2683.
Promising performance speedup is demonstrated. However,
training on a large dataset with GPU is still challenging as the
communication between main memory and device becomes
the hotspot.

Distributed GBDT system is another important topic. Both
XGBoost and LightGBM build distributed GBDT upon a
collective communication layer. [23] proposes PV-Tree, a
voting approximation which avoids a large volume of data
communication. DimBoost [19] deploys a large scale dis-
tributed GBDT system based on the parameter server ar-
chitecture [22] and integrates with Yarn and HDFS which
is evaluated in a typical industry production environment.
[13] proposes an asynchronous implementation on parameter
server. HarpGBDT provides a high-performance kernel and
the experiences learned to improve parallel efficiency can
also be helpful for the distributed system design. Extending
HarpGBDT to a distributed system is one of our future work.

Many related works focus on algorithm optimizations. pG-
BRT [30] first proposed to utilize histograms to speed up the
creation of decision tree in the GBDT algorithm. LightGBM
[21] and DimBoost [19] all propose feature bundling methods
to deal with sparse features. GBDT-Sparse [28] proposes L1
regularization for high dimensional sparser output problem and
demonstrates 40x speedup. These algorithm optimizations are
orthogonal to our work on parallel efficiency. Combination the
techniques from both directions would be certainly important
to build a high-performance GBDT system.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we focus on improving the parallel efficiency
of the decision tree building in GBDT algorithm. We propose

a block-wise parallelism strategy and a topK extension of tree
growth method to fully utilize the potential unit of parallelism
in the GBDT algorithm. By adjusting the block configuration,
performance related to memory access can be tuned. By
selecting different parallelism method according to the shape
of the input matrix and the phase of tree growth, the over-
head of thread synchronization can be reduced significantly.
Performance evaluations on four open datasets with quite
different shapes and characteristics show that HarpGBDT, our
implementation of these optimizations, outperforms two state-
of-the-art systems. The optimization achieves a speedup of
2.6x to 8.5x on average and up to 27x on large tree size.

Extending HarpGBDT to support distributed training is one
of the future work. Many approaches of optimizations are not
covered in this paper and can also be interesting directions for
our future work. First, scalability for many-core architectures:
the approach described in the paper helps to improve multi-
core scaling, but does not completely cover this, especially
for NUMA systems. Second, optimizations for other functions
beyond BuildHist, such as histogram initialization, can be
important in practice. Third, micro-optimizations on instruc-
tions level: vector instruction sets and explicit prefetching
demonstrate advantages over the vectorization optimizations
automatically generated by compilers in Intel(R) Data Ana-
lytics Acceleration Library. We can adopt their optimizations
with our described approach to achieve higher results.
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